
TPOS 2020 Project
Review and re-design the Tropical Pacific Observing System
– Rethink in response to new needs, purposes, challenges:  Define requirements
– Renew the interagency and intergovernmental cooperation that has been the 

hallmark of the TPOS since the mid-1980’s
– Take advantage of new science and technology
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Why do we care?

• Largest source of intraseasonal to interannual
predictability AND prediction

• Largest natural ocean source of CO2 outgassing

• Sensitivity of the entire climate system to changes 
in the tropical Pacific
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TPOS	  2020	  Goals
–To redesign and refine the T.P.O.S. to 

observe ENSO and advance 
understanding of its causes

–To determine the most efficient and 
effective observational solutions to 
support prediction systems for ocean, 
weather and climate services 

–To advance understanding of tropical 
Pacific physical and biogeochemical 
variability and predictability.



An integrated view
• Complementary technologies:
– Satellites give global coverage, fine spatial detail in (x,y)

– Moorings sample across timescales, allow co-located 
ocean-atmosphere observations, velocity sampling

– Argo resolves fine vertical structure, adds salinity,  
maps subsurface T and S and connects to subtropics

• New scientific understanding and issues:
– Role of high-frequencies, especially the diurnal cycle

– Focus on the coupled boundary layers

– Physical-biogeochemical connections and impacts

Assimilating models integrate diverse observations
Users will increasingly rely on gridded products
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We view the tropical Pacific as consisting of a broad interior
plus four “boundary layers”:

Surface, Equatorial, Eastern and Western

Equatorial boundary layer
Surface

Easte
rn

Western
The boundary layers
are the hard parts

We quickly understood that 
away from the boundary layers

- Argo is a better solution for profiles
- Moorings are the only way to sample velocity
- Satellites have made a revolution for many variables

That was the first 90% of the work.
The boundary layers are the “other 90%”, and that work is unfinished (pilots recommended).



The First Report
• Published 30 December 2016 (ref. GCOS-200)
• 22 Recommendations
• 15 Actions
• First published design following 
  the GOOS Framework
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tpos2020.org/first-‐report
(much	  of	  this	  applies	  to	  the	  other	  tropical	  oceans!)
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Specific Recommendations	  (1)
• Seek integration of satellite observations.  Winds!!!
– Need both in situ and satellite wind observations.  Drove much of our work.

QuikSCAT rain-flag frequency during 1999-2009. 
Over much of the Pacific ~25% of QuikSCAT samples are flagged as potentially invalid due to rain.

This does not mean that scatterometer winds are unusable under rain, but they are in question.
It is also true that wind products from different centers differ significantly.
The global climate is exquisitely sensitive to the equatorial zonal wind, so we must get this right.



Darker blue indicates double Argo. Red shading indicates moored array           

Specific Recommendations	  (2)
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The eventual 
in situ

“backbone”

Former
TRITON

Warm pool
pilots

• Double Argo within 10°S-10°N 
• Reconfigure the moored array: 
– more capable moorings, targeting:  the equatorial circulation, 

the mixed layer and its interaction with the atmosphere, and key regimes
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Specific Recommendations	  (3)

• Model/data assimilation development is essential 
– To integrate the information from diverse platforms
– Models themselves need guidance from process experiments
– Data assimilation development needs .... time?	  

• Initiate pilot and process studies (next page) 
– To guide the future design using the most effective combination of platforms 

and technologies
Again, many proposed TPOS pilot/process studies apply broadly. 
      → Some could be done in any tropical ocean.



Critical processes in the east include the 
stratus/cold tongue front/ITCZ system
and coastal upwelling.

Equatorial upwelling is fundamental but 
poorly known; its modeling is uncertain.

Low-latitude western boundary currents and the
Indonesian Throughflow are principal conduits of 
tropical-subtropical interaction.

       The front at the east edge of the 
warm pool interacts with the
atmosphere, especially during the
onset of El Niño.

       The diurnal cycle can be an important mechanism allowing 
       downward propagation of heat and momentum fluxes.

The 30-year record of surface pCO2 shows strong annual, interannual and 
decadal variability of CO2 fluxes in the east Pacific cold tongue.

•Pilot studies enhance
  TPOS capability

•Process studies to
  understand phenomena

•Modeling studies add 
  value to observations,
 show their impact

Advance: Research required!

Barrier layers in the west Pacific warm pool
affect the penetration of momentum fluxes. 



Saildrone in the Bering Sea, July 2016
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Four newly-funded OOMD pilots for TPOS 2020
• Autonomous surface vessels for PBL and surface BGC observations
• Argo enhancements for rainfall, windspeed and biogeochemistry
• Enhanced ocean boundary layer observations from TAO moorings
• Direct covariance flux measurements from TAO moorings

The Saildrone might change 
how we sample the surface 
met and ocean. 

It has great promise, but needs
real-world testing to build 
confidence and learn its full 
capabilities and limitations.

(About $4.5M 
over 3 years)
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Mean zonal current (colors) and salinity (white contours) at 140°W (sketch of w)

Coupled interactions radiate globally,
and feed back locally

Equatorial upwelling produces coupled feedbacks

Johnson et al. (2001)



MARCH 2001 845J O H N S O N E T A L .

FIG. 5. Vertical–meridional sections based on centered 28 lat linear fits to data taken from 1708 to 958W, regardless of longitude (see
text). (a) Meridional velocity, y (1022 m s21); CI 2, positive (northward) shaded. (b) Standard error of y , ey (1022 m s21); CI 1, |y |. ey

shaded.

surface divergence and thermocline convergence, and
little cross-equatorial flow. Meridional velocities were
much smaller than zonal velocities. Hence contour in-
tervals for y were five times finer than for u. Poleward
values of y were significant to 40–50 m (278–258C).
Peak poleward surface speeds were 20.09 6 0.02 m
s21 at 4.28S and 0.13 6 0.03 m s21 at 4.68N. Surface
drifters also show stronger poleward flow in the north
than in the south from 1508 to 1308W (Baturin and Niiler
1997), despite the stronger trades in the Southern Hemi-
sphere (Hellerman and Rosenstein 1983). Equatorward
subsurface speeds were significant in the Southern
Hemisphere from 60 m (248C) through 160 m (158C)
and in the Northern Hemisphere from 60 m (258C)
through 110 m (218C). Interior equatorward velocities
peaked at 0.05 6 0.02 m s21 at 1.48S and 20.04 6 0.03
m s21 at 3.68N at 85 m (near 238C).
Meridional geostrophic velocities estimated from ver-

tical integrals of zonal density gradients (not shown)
were generally equatorward over the entire latitude
range. They were also surface intensified and stronger
in the south. This hemispheric asymmetry was consis-
tent with the direct measurements of equatorward trans-
ports. Since the equatorward geostrophic velocitieswere
surface intensified, the wind-driven poleward Ekman
component must have persisted to at least where the
maximum in equatorward flow was observed, roughly
85 m. This penetration depth was well below the mixed
layer depth (Figs. 2c and 2d).
The standard errors of y (Fig. 5b) were also surface

intensified with off-equatorial maxima and dropped be-
low 0.01 m s21 in places. The maxima were 0.04 m s21

at 4.58N and 0.03 m s21 at 18S, and were likely related
to tropical instability wave activity on both sides of the
equator, but somewhat weaker in the south (Chelton et
al. 2000). While the mean meridional currents were
nearly an order of magnitude smaller than the mean
zonal currents, the y standard errors were still half the
magnitude of those for u. This combination of energetic
transient variability and a weak mean resulted in a low

signal-to-noise ratio for y . In contrast to the u field, the
y exceeded their standard errors (shading in Fig. 5b)
mainly near the surface and in the thermocline on either
side of the equator.
Since seawater is nearly incompressible and vertical

velocity, w, is negligible at the surface, the horizontal
divergence, ux 1 y y, can in theory be integrated down-
ward from the surface yielded estimates of the vertical
velocity, w. The horizontal divergence was dominated
by the meridional term, y y, in most places. However,
the shoaling of the EUC did result in a significant zonal
term, ux, in limited regions.
The largest feature in ux (Fig. 6a) was the vertical

dipole centered about the equator with zonal divergence
above 105 m and convergence from 110 to 270 m. This
pattern was due to the shoaling of the EUC. Equatorial
zonal convergence below 270 m was the result of the
growth of the westward-flowing EIC west of 1408W
(Fig. 3a). Zonal convergence in the NECC and SEC was
due to slight eastward weakening of the eastward-flow-
ing NECC and slight westward strengthening of the
westward flowing SEC, as expected from the Sverdrup
balance. Zonal convergences centered near 230 m, 638
latitude were tightly linked to divergences 60–80 m
shallower and about 28 poleward. This pattern was due
to the shoaling and poleward shift of the NSCC and
SSCC as they move eastward (Johnson and Moore
1997). A more local estimate of ux from the slope of a
third-order polynomial evaluated at 1368W significantly
increased the magnitude of the dipole on the equator
(Fig. 7a, dash–dotted line), and other features off the
equator (not shown), but was not appropriate for a large-
scale estimate of w.
Since uk y and y y k ux, y y (Fig. 6b) was contoured

at five times coarser intervals than ux. On the equator
surface meridional divergence, y y, was strong (Fig. 7b)
at 60 (620) 3 1028 s21. Meridional convergence in the
thermocline reached 30 (610)3 1028 s21 on the equator.
The transition from meridional divergence to conver-
gence occurred at 50 m. Near-surface meridional con-
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Observed v in the east-central Pacific
Average of shipboard ADCP from 170°W-95°W

(Ship ADCP
does not see
upper 25m)

Johnson et al. (2001)



MOM

Mean u and w
at 0°, 140°W

CCSM 1/10°
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The usual model-data
comparisons of
u(Eq,z) can be

misleading

CCSM (Bryan), MOM (Vecchi)

How do models represent this circulation?
(We don’t know!)

Heavy lines = w

 Thin lines
   = u

MOM 1/3°



Why do we propose changes,
when the tropical Pacific is not over-sampled now?
A “climate data record” is a time series at a point (examples).

A “climate record” is a set of measurements that enable 
detection and accurate description of an element 
of climate variability in its longterm context.

T(50m) at 2°S, 165°E (TAO)

Barrier layer thickness (Argo)
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Risks
• In real life, funding might not respect the climate record.

• In our focus on T(z) and winds, 
    we have neglected other important consequences:
Nothing replaces the buoy surface met:  Humidity and Tair, thus the LHF.

Will those measurements turn out to be a key validator: 
   - For coupling processes in models of 2030? 
   - Or of techniques to infer these from future satellite retrievals?
   - How much flux measurement is needed? Where?

• Reducing mooring service cruises will damage the 25-year pCO2 record.
Autonomous vehicles may mitigate this, but ...



Next steps
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Second
Report

Second report focii:
- Improving modelling and data assimilation
- Biogeochemical and ecosystem observations
  (Beyond pCO2, what?)



Momentum, opportunity
• Several agencies are moving forward strongly
– NOAA, SOA, JAMSTEC, ... will discuss plans 16-‐17 May (Resources Forum)

– Engaging WMO Members through JCOMM, WIGOS, WMO

• Needs and opportunities:
– Seek engagement for Pilot/Process studies, 
• e.g., in the boundary regions:  Best methods to monitor the WBCs and ITF?

• Refine sustained sampling design: 

→ Learn to monitor key processes from sparse sustained data

– Promote development of assimilation systems to integrate diverse data sources


